
WEB CHAT QUEUES
Integrate Web Chat With Your overall Voice Solution
Unity Contact Center provides your customers 
with a rich Web Chat experience, that can be set 
up in minutes. 

Easily customize the widget, configure the 
departments, add canned responses and set up 
Agents in the routing phases, before copy and 
pasting the Java Script to seamlessly embed Web 
Chat into your website. 

Advanced Routing
Unity Contact Center features sophisticated 
routing options to connect customers to 
the best equipped Agents.

Web Chat Customisation
Define how the chat animation will appear, 
what customer fields are required, which  
avatar and colour scheme to use.

Escalate Chat to Voice Calls
Need to verify card details? Or provide 
more information? Quickly escalate web 
chats to voice calls and emails with just one 
click. 

Integrate Web Chat within your overall 
voice solution. Quickly escalate chat to 
voice calls with just one click.

Web Chat Queues
Unity Contact Center
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Force the website visitor to 
enter their name, email and 
phone number by making 
them mandatory fields in the 
web chat configuration.
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Canned responses allows 
Agents to take multiple chats 
at one time and can turn 
conversations into calls with 
just one click.

Encourage visitors to rate 
their chat with stars, which 
are then saved with the chat 
history allowing Supervisors 
to analyse conversations.

UNITY WEB CHAT - VISITOR INTERFACE

Automatic & Manual CRM Logging
Log conversation transcripts in the  

leading CRM platforms

Web Page the  
Chat Was Started On
Empower Agents by  

showing which web page 
the visitor started the web 

chat on

Communication History, Including 
Callbacks and Star Ratings

Supervisors can access all ratings 
and transcripts to analyse Agent’s 

conversations

CRM Profiling
Profile leading CRM  

platforms Contacts and 
Leads

Canned Responses
Pre-loaded replies and 

resources allow Agents to 
manage concurrent chats

UNITY WEB CHAT - AGENT INTERFACE
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